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FIG. 1

(57) Abstract: Image analysis techniques, including object recognition analysis, are applied to images obtained by one or more
image capture devices deployed within inventory environments. The object recognition analysis provides object recognition data
(that may include one or more recognized product instances) based on stored product (training) images. In turn, a variety of func
tionalities may be enabled based on the object recognition data. For example, a planogram may be extracted and compared to a target
planogram, or at least one product display parameter for a product can be determined and used to assess presence of the product
within the inventory environment, or to determine compliance of display of the product with a promotional objective. In yet another
embodiment, comparisons may be made within a single image or between multiple images over time to detect potential conditions
requiring response. In this manner, efficiency and effectiveness of many previously manually-implemented tasks may be improved.



PLANOGRAM EXTRACTION BASED ON IMAGE PROCESSING

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present invention is related to co-pending applications having attorney docket

numbers 33836.00.0172, 33836.00.0173 and 33836.00.0174, filed on even date herewith.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The instant disclosure relates generally to inventory management and, in particular, to

techniques for inventory management based on image analysis techniques.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Currently, inventory management, i.e., the presentation and maintenance of adequate

levels of stock on product support devices (e.g., shelves, racks, display stands, aisle endcap

displays, etc.) is a continuing and labor-intensive effort. For example, in order to provide a good

presentation to customers, it is desirable to maintain displayed stock levels as close as possible to

the maximum levels. In the event that certain products run out and are no longer displayed on

the shelves (sometimes referred to as a "stock out"), store operators typically lose significant

revenue because customers are either unable to find the products they desire to purchase, or they

fail to recognize an opportunity to purchase products on impulse. In addition, it may be difficult

to recognize low inventory or stock out situations in a supply room or warehouse, leading to

delays in reordering. In order to address this, stock clerks or other personnel are tasked with

constantly monitoring the displayed stock and responding when displayed stock runs low or

when the display of the products on the shelves is sub-optimal, e.g., disorganized, misplaced, etc.

As this is a strictly manual process, such efforts tend to be relatively expensive and occasionally

prone to error. These problems associated with manually monitoring inventory in retail



environments are equally applicable to non-retail environments where maintenance of inventory

levels is nevertheless important, e.g., warehouses.

[0004J In a similar vein, it is often the case that the manufacturers of certain products enter into

agreements with retailers to ensure that their products are displayed in a particular manner.

Thus, it becomes necessary to continually audit the performance by the retailers in properly

displaying the manufacturer's products. However, such auditing and verification tasks have

previously been implemented manually. That is, agents are typically sent into the field to

personally inspect a given retailer's operations to verify compliance with the promotional

campaign. Given the sheer number of possible retailers for a given product, such a manual

solution quickly becomes cost prohibitive thereby requiring only spot checks, which is less than

an optimal solution.

[0005] Therefore, it would be advantageous to provide techniques that automate many of these

verifications of stock inventory and display tasks that have previously been addressed using

manual techniques. It would be further beneficial if such automated techniques could be used to

provide more detailed understanding of how products are actually displayed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The instant disclosure describes various techniques that overcome the above noted

limitations of prior art techniques through the use of image analysis techniques including, but not

limited to, object recognition analysis techniques applied to images obtained by one or more

image capture devices deployed within inventory environments. In particular, either upon

request or automatically, one or more images may be captured by an image capture device within

an inventory environment and subsequently provided to an image analysis capability preferably



implementing object recognition techniques. The object recognition analysis provides object

recognition data, which may include one or more recognized product instances within the

received image(s), based on stored product images. In turn, a variety of functionalities may be

enabled based on the object recognition data. For example, in one embodiment of the present

invention, a planogram may be extracted from the one or more images analyzed in this manner.

In this embodiment, the object recognition analysis is based on those store product images

selected according to one or more candidate products included in a configuration profile. The

extracted planogram may include images of products corresponding to the at least one

recognized product instance at locations within the planogram reflecting the actual location of

the products within the inventory environment. Thereafter, the extracted planogram may be

compared to a target (i.e., previously extracted or optimal) planogram and performance measures

based on the differences can be calculated.

[0007] In another embodiment, the object recognition data may be used to determine at least one

product display parameter for a product displayed within the inventory environment. In turn, the

product display parameters may be used to determine presence and location of the product within

the inventory environment, or to determine compliance of display of the product with a

promotional objective. In yet another embodiment, comparisons may be made within a single

image or between multiple images over time. In this manner, potential conditions requiring

response by appropriate personnel may be quickly detected. For example, images may be

analyzed in this manner to detect one or more stock out features within the images. Thereafter,

an indication of at least a partially depleted stock condition is provided if such features are

detected. In still another embodiment, the product display parameters may be used to assess



compliance of the manner in which the product is displayed with a promotional objective. As a

result, the present invention automates many tasks previously implemented using manual

techniques, thereby greatly enhancing efficiency and effectiveness of operations requiring

maintenance of inventory.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The features described in this disclosure are set forth with particularity in the appended

claims. These features and attendant advantages will become apparent from consideration of the

following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. One or

more embodiments are now described, by way of example only, with reference to the

accompanying drawings wherein like reference numerals represent like elements and in which:

[0009] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a system in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention;

[0010] FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating a technique for automatic extraction of planograms in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

[0011] FIG. 3 is an exemplary image taken from an inventory environment and illustrating the

display of multiple products;

[0012] FIG. 4 is an exemplary extracted planogram, based on the exemplary image of FIG. 3,

provided according to an embodiment of the present invention;



[0013] FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating a technique for providing an indication of a depleted

stock condition based on the detection of stock out features in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention;

[0014] FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of at least one product support device comprising one or

more detectable patterns disposed thereon that may be used as stock out features to detect a

depleted stock condition;

[0015] FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of at least one product support device in which one or

more known features of at least one product support device are used to detect a depleted stock

condition;

[0016] FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating a technique based on detection of product display

parameters;

[0017] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating a technique for providing an indication of a potential

condition requiring response based on comparison of images that are temporally different; and

[0018] FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating a technique for providing an indication of a potential

condition requiring response based on comparison of portions of a single image.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT EMBODIMENTS

[0019] A more detailed description of the various embodiments of the present invention is

provided with further reference to FIGs. 1-10. Referring now to FIG. 1, a system 100 is

illustrated comprising one or more image capture devices 104 deployed within an inventory

environment 102. Within the inventory environment 102, a variety of products 106 are displayed



on various product support devices 108. The image capture devices 104 communicate with an

image server 110 via a first network 112. Although illustrated as being outside the inventory

environment 102, the image server 110 may be deployed within the inventory environment 102.

The image capture devices 104, which may comprise still image or video cameras that can be

rotated, panned, etc. may be mounted at one or more locations within the inventory environment

102. Alternatively, or additionally, the image capture devices may comprise relatively mobile

(potentially wireless) still image or video cameras mounted on any of a number of movable

objects including, but not limited to, fixed tracks that guide movement of the image capture

devices, shopping or stocking carts, or even persons moving about the inventory environment

102. Further still, the image capture devices 104 may operate using different portions of the

electromagnetic spectrum, i.e., visible wavelengths and/or infrared wavelengths. Because, as

described below, the location of a given image capture device 104 may be useful, or even

necessary, to the various techniques described herein. In the case of fixed image capture devices

104, such location information may be known implicitly. In the case of relatively mobile image

capture devices, as described above, varying degrees of location information may be provided in

potentially different ways. For example, location information may be manually provided by a

person operating the mobile image capture device. Alternatively, the images that are captured by

the mobile image capture devices may be used to infer its location. For example, in one

embodiment, location-unique markings (e.g. glyphs, barcodes, etc.) may be positioned

throughout the inventory environment such that they may be recognized (as described below)

and decoded to ascertain the location information. In yet another embodiment, other information

present in the captured images may be used to infer location information. Based on previous

knowledge of expected locations for specific products or groups of products, subsequent



recognition of those products in one or more captured images may serve as the basis for inferring

that the image capture device was at the expected location for those products at the time the one

or more images were captured. Where products may have multiple locations, disambiguation

can be performed by noting expected unique characteristics such as the proximity of other

products, the height at which the products are detected, the number of facings, etc.

[00201 The image server 110, in turn, may comprise a computing platform, such as a server

computer implementing suitable software capable of receiving captured images from and,

optionally, providing control signaling to the image capture devices 104, as known in the art.

Based on knowledge of the layout of a given inventory environment (e.g., where specific

products and cameras are supposed to be located or, more simply, through coordinates provided

to it), the image server 110 may select appropriate image captures devices 104 (as well as proper

orientation of such devices) in response to requests. Although the first network 112 may

comprise virtually any type of network useful for conveying image data from (and, optionally,

control signals to) image capture devices 104, a task-specific network such as a closed-circuit

television network (CCTV) or the like may also be employed. Generally, the inventory

environment may comprise any environment in which products 106 are stored and/or displayed

in a structured manner such as, but not limited to, grocery stores, clothing stores, consumer

electronics stores, department stores, warehouses, etc. The structured display within the

inventory environment 102 may be based on the use of one or more product support devices 108

such as racks, shelves, vertical displays, endcap displays, etc. known to those of ordinary skill in

the art.



[0021] In the illustrated embodiment, the image server 110 is in communication with various

components 124-130 via a second communication network 122. Once again, the second network

122 may comprise virtually any suitable networking technology including, in a presently

preferred embodiment, an Internet Protocol-based network including, but not limited to, the

Internet or World Wide Web. Collectively, the components 124-130 constitute an automated

inventory management system 120, although it will be appreciated that one or more of the

components 124-130 could be consolidated into a single component, e.g., a single server

computer. In the embodiment shown, an image analysis server 124 is in communication with a

planogram server 126 and an inventory analysis server 128. In turn, both the image analysis

server 124 and planogram server 126 are in communication with a database 130. The various

components 124-128 of the automated inventory management system 120 may communicate

with one or more users 140 via the second communication network 122 (or yet another, e.g.,

wireless, network). The users 140 may comprise any party involved with or otherwise interested

in the management of inventory including, but not limited to, stock clerks, store managers,

advertisers, a retailer's head office, etc. In a presently preferred embodiment, each of the users

140 may be provided with a suitable communication device, such as a computer, mobile phone,

pager, personal digital assistant, etc. as needed to receive indications (described in further detail

below) provided by the various components 124-128. As known in the art, the second

communication network 122 may be adapted to communicate with any wireless devices

associated with the users 140 as needed.

[0022] The image analysis server 124 performs image analysis techniques on images preferably

received from the image server 110 (or any other source). The images received by the image



analysis server may be in response to specific requests issued by the image analysis server 124 to

the image server 110 (i.e., pulled), or they may automatically provided by the image server 110

to the image analysis server 124 without prior requests (i.e., pushed). Preferably, the image

analysis server 124 is embodied using one or more suitable computing platforms, such as a

commercially available personal computer, comprising at least one processor (e.g.,

microprocessor, microcontroller, digital signal processor, application-specific integrated circuit,

programmable logic, etc. or combinations thereof) capable of executing stored instructions

implementing various image processing techniques. In a presently preferred embodiment, the

image analysis server 124 implements object recognition techniques based, for example, on the

so-called scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm described in David G. Lowe,

"Distinctive image features from scale-invariant keypoints," International Journal of Computer

Vision, 60, 2 (2004), pp. 91-1 10. and U.S. Patent No. 6,711,293, the entirety of which are

incorporated herein by this reference, which is particularly useful because of its ability to

recognize instances of objects in images (based on training images) despite changes in scale,

rotation, viewpoint, changes in lighting conditions, etc. Another technique for object recognition

is taught in Published U.S. Patent Application No. 2007/0179921 Al, which is also incorporated

herein by this reference. Generally, when based on one or more training images of objects to be

recognized, such algorithms provide an identification of the objects recognized in the image,

locations for the recognized objects within the image as well as probabilities that the objects are,

in fact, in the image. Still other, potentially more computationally-efficient, techniques for

recognizing certain features within images may be employed. For example, brightness levels of

various portions of an image can be employed to detect darker regions (i.e., shadows) of an

image, being potentially indicative of a lack of products at a given location. Furthermore,



detection of regions of uniform color (as opposed to the non-uniform coloring typically used in

product packaging) could be used to again detect a lack of products in a given region. Further

still, the detection of vertical lines (using, for example, a Harris detector) and characters (using

optical character recognition) are an indication of product presence, whereas the lack of such

features is an indication of product absence. In yet another embodiment, shape detection may be

employed to detect the overall shape of certain packaging. As different techniques may be best

for different parts of an inventory environment, or even different parts of the same product

support device, data concerning preferred techniques for different regions of an inventory

environment (or different parts of a specific location within the inventory environment) can be

maintained by, for example, the image server 110 and/or image analysis server 124.

[0023] As known in the art, a planogram is, at a minimum, a list of products (using any

convenient identification scheme), positions of the products (e.g., x, y, z coordinates for the

center of product) and orientations (3 angles) of a "major surface"—typically the front surface—

of the products. Although not required, planograms may also comprise a diagram of fixtures and

products that graphically illustrates this data, i.e., how and where products should be displayed,

usually on a store shelf or other product support device. Often, planograms are provided by

product vendors and designed in order to increase customer purchases. It is anticipated that

planograms reflecting the current state of a given inventory environment may be beneficially

employed for a number of purposes, as described in greater detail below. To this end, the

planogram server 126, similar to the image analysis server 124, is preferably embodied using one

or more suitable computing platforms comprising at least one processor capable of executing

stored instructions implementing software routines capable of generating a planogram based on



the results provided by the image analysis server, i.e., the identifications and locations (within an

image or images) of one or more recognized product instances, as described in further detail

below. A database 130 is provided for use in conjunction with both the image analysis server

124 and, optionally, the planogram server 126. In a presently preferred embodiment, the

database 130 stores a plurality of stored product images and/or features and characteristics of the

images and the products that may be used by the object recognition software implemented by the

image analysis software 124 as training data, and that may be used in the planogram server 126

when assembling extracted planograms based on recognized object instances. As known in the

art, the database 130 may be implemented using suitably programmed storage servers with

appropriate database and database query software.

[0024] The inventory analysis server 128 (which is once again preferably embodied using one or

more suitable computing platforms comprising at least one processor capable of executing stored

instructions implementing software routines) may be used to implement a variety of inventory

related tasks as well as promotional compliance related tasks described below with further

reference, for example, to FIG. 8. If desired, those functions, described below, associated with

stock out determinations may be optionally performed on a dedicated stock out analysis server

127 (implemented using hardware platforms similar to the other illustrated servers). It is finally

noted that the particular configuration of servers and databases 124-130 illustrated in FIG. 1 is

for illustrative purposes and that those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that various

other configurations (possibly comprising additional networking equipment not shown) may be

equally employed.



[0025] Referring now to FIG. 2, a flow chart in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention is illustrated. In a presently preferred embodiment, the techniques illustrated by the

flow chart of FIG. 2 (as well as FIGs. 5 and 8-10) are preferably implemented using the system

100 illustrated in FIG. 1. Furthermore, the various blocks illustrated in FIG. 2 are preferably

carried out using executable instructions stored in suitable processor-readable media and

executed by suitable processing devices. Beginning with block 202, a request for one or more

images may be provided to the image capture device 104. For example, the image analysis

server 124 may send a request via the second network 122 to the image server 110 for the one or

more images. In turn, the image server 110 may control the image capture device 104 (e.g.,

direct it to point to a particular location within the inventory environment or to a particular

product support device, etc.) to obtain the desired images. Conversely, instead of obtaining

images in response to specific requests, the image capture device 104 may automatically and/or

continuously obtain images and provide them to the image server 110. Thereafter, the image

server 110 may likewise automatically provide the desired images to the image analysis server

124 without prior request. Regardless of the manner in which the images are requested (pulled)

or automatically provided (pushed), metadata or similar information for each image may include

information identifying image (in the form, for example, of an identification of a particular

image capture device and its orientation and location, or an identification of a particular region

being captured in the image) as well as a relative time that the image was captured.

[0026] Regardless of the matter in which they are received at block 204, processing continues at

block 206 where one or more candidate products are identified based on a configuration profile.

As used herein, a candidate product comprises identification of either a specific product or a



class of products. For example, "COKE" and "PEPSI" are examples of brands of specific

products whereas "soft drinks" is an example of a specific class of products. The use of specific

classes of products may be particularly useful in those instances in which the outward

configurations of the various specific products in a class of products generally adhere to features

that are relatively generic to the class of products. For example, in the case of "soft drinks" as a

class of products, the shape of individual cans or bottles of such products may be very similar to

each other, thereby allowing the use of training images that are generic to the class. In this

manner, the present invention may be used to not only recognize specific products but also to

recognize classes of products. The configuration profile comprises a textual description of what

is expected within a given image. For example, where the image capture devices 104 are

mounted in known locations and, therefore, may be correlated to the particular expected

product(s) within their field of view, the configuration profile may list those products expected

within the field of view of one or more particular image capture devices. In this manner, the list

of stored product images used by the object recognition analysis (i.e., the training images) may

be substantially reduced, thereby improving efficiency of the object recognition analysis.

[0027] Continuing at block 208, object recognition analysis, based at least in part upon the one

or more candidate products identified at block 206, is performed on the image to provide object

recognition data. As used herein, the output of the object recognition analysis, i.e. the object

recognition data, includes identification of any recognized products in the image as well as

appropriate indications (e.g., probabilities) that corresponding products are, in fact, in the image,

occasionally referred to hereinafter as recognized product instance(s). Additionally, the object

recognition data preferably includes location information (relative to the image) for the identified



product(s), if any, within the image, i.e., x , y coordinates in the image. Note that the object

recognition data may not identify any recognized products, which may nevertheless be useful

information when determining whether a stock out condition exists, for example. Given the

nature of most inventory environments in which multiple products from different vendors and in

different product classes are likely to be present, the at least one recognized product instance

may include single or multiple recognitions of a single or multiple products (e.g., multiple

recognitions of bottles of "COKE" soft drink, recognition of a single bottle of "COKE" soft

drink and multiple recognitions of bottle of "PEPSI" soft drink, multiple recognitions of bottles

of both "COKE" and "PEPSI" soft drinks and multiple recognitions of "SOLO" plastic cups,

etc.).

[0028] This is further illustrated with reference to FIG. 3. In particular, FIG. 3 illustrates an

exemplary image 300 of an inventory environment 301 in which a plurality of product support

devices (in this case, shelves) 302-306 are used to display a variety of products 308-314. In this

instance, the image 300 is captured by an image capture device positioned approximately at the

height of the top-most shelf 302. A typical image may also comprise a variety of other objects

(e.g., price tags on the shelves, occluding objects such as shopping carts or people, promotional

materials, etc.) not shown in FIG. 3 for ease of illustration. In a presently preferred embodiment,

the image capture device used to capture the image is positioned distally relative to the desired

location, e.g., the shelves 302-306. Depending on the particular configuration of the inventory

environment, e.g., relatively closely spaced rows of shelves, as in the case of a grocery store, it

may be desirable to position the image capture device(s) somewhat above the shelves. As is

often the case, and as shown in FIG. 3, the products 308-314 are not "ideally" arranged. For



example, some products 308 may be rotated or otherwise misaligned so that they are not facing

forward, others 310 may be inappropriately stacked upon one another, and still others 312 may

be positioned so as to occlude other products 314. Further still, gaps 316 and shadowed regions

318 may also be present in the image such that no particular products are recognizable.

Preferably, the object recognition analysis capability employed is capable of handling such non-

optimal characteristics in an image to nevertheless provide, where possible, one or more

recognized product instances, illustrated in FIG. 3 as products illustrated with heavy lines.

[0029] The object recognition analysis performed at block 208 may also take into account

occlusion or obstruction information that can be developed based on additional analysis of the

image. For example, in a crowded grocery store or similar operation, there is a significant

possibility that, for an image of a given location within the inventory environment, there will be

an obstruction blocking at least a portion of the "normal" view that would otherwise be available.

For example, one or more people or shopping carts may block the view of certain products. If

obstructions (or other causes such as insufficient lighting or image resolution) prevent detection

of products in an entire image, or at least a portion of an image, then the entire image, or that

portion that is prohibitively obstructed (or otherwise ill-suited for image analysis), may be

discarded or ignored in favor of another image of the same location captured from a different

viewpoint and/or captured at a substantially similar, if not identical, point in time. That is, it is

preferred wherever possible to use any portion of an image that is not obstructed or otherwise

deficient. Techniques used to detect obstructions may be based on the types of obstructions to be

detected. For example, several techniques are well known for detecting the existence of people

and motion within an image. For example, people tracking techniques are described in: J. K.



Aggarwal and Q. Cai. "Human Motion Analysis: A Review". Computer Vision and Image

Understanding: CVIU, Vol. 73, No. 3, pp. 428-440, 1999; I.A. Essa. "Computers Seeing

People". AIMag, Vol. 20, No. 2, pp. 69-82, 1999; D. Gavrila. "The Visual Analysis of Human

Movement: A Survey". Computer Vision and Image Understanding, Vol. 73, No. 1, pp. 82-98,

January 1999; and Ismail Haritaoglu, David Harwood, and Larry Davis. "W4: Who? When?

Where? What? A Real Time System for Detecting and Tracking People". In: Proceedings 3rd

International Conference on Face and Gesture Recognition, Nara, Japan, April 1998, the

teachings of which references are incorporated herein by this reference. Additionally, the

detection of face-like features may be used to detect the presence of people and may be

implemented using, for example, the face recognition capabilities found in Intel Corporation's

OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) libraries. Other techniques may be employed to detect

certain objects like shopping carts. For example, object recognition, as described above, may be

employed based on training images of shopping carts from various angles. Additionally, line

detection algorithms may be employed to detect the existence of substantially parallel lines

relatively closely spaced together, often indicative of the vertical structural members of a

shopping cart basket, or shape detection algorithms may be used to detect the outlines of a

shopping cart or the circular shape of shopping cart wheels. Further still, color and/or texture

detection techniques may also be employed (alone or in conjunction with any combination of the

above-described techniques) to detect characteristic features of shopping carts, e.g., relatively

shiny, metallic structural members of shopping carts. With particular regard to shopping carts,

information regarding the location and/or movement of shopping carts detected using these

techniques may be used to determine the behaviors of people within the inventory environment.

For example, frequent and continuous detection of shopping carts in a given area may be



indicative of a high-traffic environment. Additionally, the detection of shopping carts for

relatively extended periods of time in front of certain product displays may be indicative of (in a

positive sense) significant consumer interest in the displayed products and/or promotional

materials or (in a negative sense) the presence of an obstruction or other condition inhibiting the

flow of traffic around the particular area.

[0030] Referring once again to FIG. 2, processing continues at block 210 where an extracted

planogram is generated based on the object recognition data (and possibly shelf detection) and

provided as output. In particular, the extracted planogram includes the locations and possibly the

images of the product or products corresponding to each of the at least one recognized product

instances, if any. An example of this is illustrated in FIG. 4.

[0031] FIG. 4 illustrates an extracted planogram 400 based on the exemplary image 300 of FIG.

3. As shown, the extracted planogram 400 illustrates shelves 402-406 corresponding to the

shelves 302-306 recognized in the image 300. In a presently preferred embodiment, a location of

the shelves within the image 300 is determined by the object recognition analysis or any other

suitable technique such as, by way of non-limiting example, through the use of known edge

detection algorithms to identify relatively long, continuous edges within the image. Thereafter,

using known geometrical transformation techniques, the location of the shelves 302-306 within

the image may be translated into an actual location of the shelf within the inventory environment,

which may be reflected by the position of the shelves 402-406 illustrated in the extracted

planogram 400. In order to determine the actual location of the shelves, position information of

the image capture device within the inventory environment is used. In a presently preferred

embodiment, the position information includes spatial coordinates (e.g., x, y, z) of the camera's



imaging plane as well as vertical and horizontal tilt, field of view, zoom factors, height within

the inventory environment, etc. of the image capture device. Based on this information, as well

as other ascertainable information known to those of skill in the art (such as overall height of the

shelves, distance from the shelves to the imaging plane of image capture device, etc.), the

coordinates of recognized objects, e.g., shelves, within the image to actual locations can be

mapped to actual locations within the inventory environment 301. Similar mapping is used to

translate the position information of the various recognized product instances within the image to

actual locations of the products within the inventory environment 301, 102. To the extent that

the object recognition data may not include any recognized product instances, the extracted

planogram, or at least that portion of it corresponding to the analyzed image(s), may not include

any information corresponding to recognized products.

[0032] With knowledge of the identities of products corresponding to the one or more

recognized product instances (shown in bold in FIG. 3) as well as their actual locations within

the inventory environment, the extracted planogram 400 may include a corresponding image

408-412 of the recognized products at locations within the extracted planogram 400

corresponding to their actual locations within the inventory environment 301, 102. Once again,

techniques for mapping actual locations within an inventory environment to corresponding

locations within a planogram representation are well known in the art. In a similar vein, gaps

between products 416, misalignments or other display imperfections may also be illustrated in

the planogram 400, thereby reflecting the current state of the shelves. As also shown in the

extracted planogram 400, the location of additional shelves 420 and products 422 may also be

illustrated. This is possible due to the fact that multiple images (none of which separately fully



captures a given product support device, but do so collectively) may be employed when creating

the extracted planogram 400. For example, based on multiple, substantially contemporaneous

images, it may be determined that the bottom-most shelf within a given image resides below the

second shelf 306 depicted in the exemplary image 300 of FIG. 3 by virtue of the fact that the

second shelf 306 is represented in both images. With this knowledge (i.e., the linkage between

images including the second shelf 306 and/or the known camera locations), the planogram

generation software can effectively add the additional shelves 420 and products 422 to the

extracted planogram 400, thereby providing an overall image of the shelves at the time the

images were taken.

[0033] As described above, the object recognition data is applied directly to the generation of the

extracted planogram. However, in practice, it is preferred to first filter the object recognition

data before using it for any of the purposes described herein, including the extraction of

planograms. This is preferred because image analysis is not perfect and occasionally provides

false positive information, e.g., object recognition analysis will sometimes indicate recognized

product instances that are, in fact, not there. Additionally, the existence of external factors

unrelated to the performance of the image analysis, e.g., occlusions, changing lighting

conditions, etc., may interfere with proper performance of the image analysis. As a result, it

often becomes necessary to filter out such misleading occurrences in an individual or, more

typically, a series of images.

[0034] For example, a given product may be recognized as being some distance above a

corresponding shelf (by virtue of some other, unrecognized object beneath it). Rather than

depicting the product as "hovering" above the shelf, it can be depicted in the extracted



planogram as residing on the shelf. Similarly, implausible product recognitions, e.g., products

that are "floating" in mid-air or bisected by a shelf, can be ignored. Products that are recognized

at unlikely angles, e.g., products can likely be turned in non-90 degree angles in the z-axis, but

most likely not in the x- and y-axes, may likewise be ignored. Because the stored data

concerning the various possible products may also include information concerning the actual size

of the product, product recognition instances that are contrary to the known size of products may

be discarded, e.g., a box of corn flakes cannot be two meters wide.

[0035] Additional filtering may be achieved through comparison of multiple images over time.

That is, comparisons over time may be needed to reliably determine that a given object should or

should not be considered as recognized within multiple images. For example, object recognition

analysis of an image may determine that two or more recognized product instances substantially

overlap. This condition will typically require verification because it may be that, in fact, one or

more products may be located behind another, but nevertheless are recognized. Alternatively,

this may arise through multiple recognitions of a single product. By using either multiple images

over time (e.g., use another image some time later) and/or over space (e.g., capture one or more

additional images from different angles), it may be possible to rule either scenario in or out.

Similar logic may be applied to those instances where potential occlusions or changed lighting

conditions are detected. Once again, in these instances, the use of multiple, temporally- or

spatial-diverse images may be employed to confirm or rule out certain recognition results.

[0036] Referring once again to FIG. 2, processing optionally continues at block 212 where the

extracted planogram is compared to a target planogram. In a presently preferred embodiment,

the target planogram may comprise another extracted planogram based on one or more additional



images (or even the same image using different object recognition techniques) or an optimal

planogram. As used herein, an optimal planogram represents the ideal display of one or more

products as originally envisioned by a planner. The comparison of the extracted planogram to a

target planogram may be used to identify differences between the compared planograms. As

noted above, planograms comprise a list of products and (relative) positions and orientations.

Preferably, the desired comparison is based on comparison of the distances between product

centers and their orientations. Such differences may include, but are not limited to, horizontal or

vertical deviations of products from their desired locations, the failure to detect products at their

expected locations, or the addition of unexpected products relative to the target image.

[0037] Based on any identified differences between the extracted and target planograms,

processing may optionally continue at block 214 where a relative cost of the differences between

the planograms and for each product (or class of products) is determined. For example, in one

embodiment, horizontal displacement of a given product relative to the target planogram may

have a relatively low cost associated therewith. Additionally, vertical displacement of a given

product relative to the target planogram may have an intermediate cost associated therewith. On

the other hand, products that are missing altogether from the extracted planogram in comparison

with the target planogram may have relatively high costs associated therewith. Still other costs,

determined as a matter of design choice, may be associated with other detectable differences

such as the presence of additional, unplanned products or the presence of additional facings of

desired products, etc. Based on various costs calculated based on the identified differences, an

overall cost (or various sub-totals corresponding to desired particular aspects of a given

planogram, e.g., "only the soft drinks") of the differences may be calculated as a way of



measuring effectiveness of current inventory management techniques. It is noted that the

comparison and/or cost determinations of blocks 212 and 214 may be performed over a series of

temporally-diverse extracted/target planograms in order to discern trends or other time-

dependent developments. Further still, at block 216, the various information developed through

the processing of blocks 202-214 may be used as the basis for taking various actions. For

example, the extracted planogram or cost information may serve as the basis for sending an alert

or other indication to appropriate personnel. For example, if the cost difference between the

extracted and target planograms is sufficiently great, it may be desirable to instruct stock clerks

to inspect the affected area and take any necessary remedial actions. Those having ordinary skill

in the art will appreciate that various other actions based on the information derived in

accordance with the processing of FIG. 2 may be readily derived.

[0038] Referring now to FIG. 5, a technique for determining depleted stock conditions is

illustrated. Beginning at block 502, at least one image may be optionally requested (or

automatically provided) as previously described. Subsequent to receipt of the at least one image

of the inventory environment at block 504, processing continues at block 506 where the at least

one received image is analyzed to detect the existence of at least one stock out feature within the

at least one image. As used herein, a stock out feature is any kind of detectable feature within

the image that may be recognized through image analysis and used to indicate that one or more

products may be missing from a product support device. An example of this is further illustrated

with reference to FIGs. 6 and 7 below. It is noted that the detection of stock out features of block

506 preferably incorporates the filtering procedures described above to minimize the detection of

??



false positive detections of stock out features, or to accommodate the possibility that otherwise

detectable stock out features are occluded, in poor lighting, etc.

[0039] Referring now to FIG. 6, a plurality of shelves 602, 604 are illustrated having a variety of

products 606-612 stored thereon. Additionally, various detectable patterns 614-626 may also be

deployed on the shelves. The various patterns 614-626 may be permanently or temporarily

affixed to virtually any surface of the shelves 602-604, particularly those that would be readily

visible to an image capture device, using known techniques. For example, a first detectable

pattern 614 is shown as being displayed on a top surface of the upper shelf 602. Further, a second

detectable pattern 616 is illustrated on a back wall surface of the upper shelf 602. Further still, a

third detectable pattern 618 is illustrated on a side wall surface of the upper shelf 602. In the

first, second and third detectable patterns 614-618, the pattern comprises a high-contrast, highly

organized (and, therefore, readily detectable) pattern of alternating black and white squares.

Those having ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that other, functionally similar patterns,

such as one- or two-dimensional bar codes or other high-contrast colors/patterns, may be equally

employed for this purpose. Where patterns such as barcodes or other patterns capable of

encoding information are used, the patterns may be used to encode information about the

products with which they are displayed, e.g., identities, shape, size, quantities, prices, etc. of the

associated products. In yet another embodiment, a fourth detectable pattern 620 comprising

textual markings may also be provided. In this embodiment, human-readable text is employed,

which text may be recognized through the use of known optical character recognition techniques.

Further still, other distinguishing characteristics, such as unique colors, shapes or textures, could



be incorporated into the detectable patterns in order to enhance their detectability and/or their

ability to convey relevant information once detected.

[0040] Multiple detectable patterns 622, 624 (presumably perceivable, if not obstructed, by a

given image capture device) may also be employed as a means of determining the degree in

which products have been depleted from a shelf. That is, if both of the multiple detectable

patterns 622, 624 are obstructed, and therefore not detected, it may be inferred that the inventory

of displayed products has not been substantially depleted. At the other extreme, if both

detectable patterns 622, 624 are not obstructed and subsequently detected, it may be inferred that

the inventory of displayed products has been substantially, if not completely, depleted. Further

still, if only one of the detectable patterns 624 is not obstructed and therefore detected, it may be

inferred that an intermediate level of stock depletion has occurred. Alternatively, a larger,

continuous detectable pattern of known dimensions, such as the seventh detectable pattern 626,

may be employed such that detection of a portion of the detectable pattern serves as an indication

of the magnitude of the at least partially depleted stock condition. In this embodiment, a size of

the detected portion of the pattern 626 can be determined and compared to the known size of the

pattern 626. The resulting level of stock depletion (or level of remaining stock) can thereafter be

determined as being proportional (or inversely proportional, in the case of remaining stock) to

the ratio of the detected portion of the pattern 626 to the known size of the pattern 626.

[0041] In yet another embodiment, rather than relying on detectable patterns deployed on the

various shelf surfaces, known features of the shelves may be equally employed as the stock out

features in the image. For example, the colors, shapes and/or textures of the shelves themselves

may be used. Further still, known lighting conditions near (above, below, etc.) the shelf may give



rise to particular shadowed features within a given image. Once again, these shadowed features

may be employed as stock out features suitable to indicate the state of displayed inventory

depletion. This is illustrated in FIG. 7 where a plurality of shelves 702, 704 have stored thereon

a plurality of products 706, 708. Using the known features of the shelves (colors, shapes,

textures, etc.), if relatively large regions of such features 710, 712 (as compared, for example, to

a suitably chosen threshold) are detected, it may be inferred that stock levels are at least partially

depleted because these normally obstructed features have been detected. As in previous

embodiments, the relative size of the detected regions 710, 712 may be used to infer the level of

stock depletion/stock remaining. Similarly, the detection of shadowed or abnormally bright

regions 714, 716 may also be used to infer the absence of displayed inventory. In practice,

detection of colors, etc. of shelves described above can be achieved using so-called Gaussian

mixture models. Using this technique, the various image capture devices are trained to interpret

a collection of colors, per pixel, that correspond to an empty shelf (or shadow, etc.) based on a

series of images over time of a specific location, possibly under a variety of lighting conditions.

These pixels are then aggregated into regions.

[0042] Referring again to FIG. 5, if one or more stock out features are detected at block 506,

processing may continue at block 508 where an indication of the at least partially depleted stock

condition may be provided to appropriate personnel. For example, the indication may be

provided to the stock clerk responsible for that portion of the inventory environment in which the

stock out feature is detected. Additionally, to the extent that the level of stock depletion may be

determined based on the detected stock out feature(s), the indication may likewise reflect the

degree of stock depletion. In a presently preferred embodiment, the indication of the at least



partially depleted stock condition is provided only after the stock out feature(s) have been

detected for a predetermined period time. If, during that time, obstructions are detected, the

provision of the indication may be postponed for a length of time to account for the duration of

the obstructions.

(0043J Referring now to FIG. 8, various techniques based on the determination of product

display parameters are further illustrated. Beginning at block 802, one or more images may be

requested (or automatically provided) as previously described. Subsequent to receipt of the one

or more images of the inventory environment at block 804, processing continues at block 806

where object recognition analysis is applied to the one or more received images to provide the

object recognition data (which may or may not include at least one recognized product instance),

as described above. Once again, it is noted that the provision of object recognition data of block

806 preferably incorporates the filtering procedures described above to minimize the detection of

false positive or to accommodate the possibility that otherwise recognizable features are

occluded, in poor lighting, etc. Assuming that the object recognition data does include at least

one recognized product instance, processing continues at block 808, where at least one product

display parameter for a product corresponding to any of the at least one recognized product

instance is determined. Product display parameters are various parameters used to measure a

given product's display ubiquity and/or display quality (or lack thereof) within the inventory

environment as indicated by various quantifiable characteristics of the product as it is displayed.

[0044] For example, as known in the art, a "facing" of a product is an instance in which the

product is recognizable as it is displayed. The relative quality of a given product facing may be

determined, at least in part, upon the location of the product facing. Thus, one product display



parameter may comprise the number of facings of the product within the entire inventory

environment or one or more portions thereof. Similarly, additional product display parameters

may comprise locations of facings of the product (e.g., top-shelf, bottom-shelf, aisle X, aisle Y,

distance from the ends of the aisle, distance between complementary products, etc.), as well as

distance between facings of the product. Regarding distances between facings, straight-line

distances may be calculated based on knowledge of the actual locations of the facings within the

inventory environment, or walking distances/times between the relevant locations (i.e., between

a shelf corresponding to a first instance and another shelf in another aisle corresponding to a

second instance) may be calculated using known path mapping techniques. As further known in

the art, the display height of a product is often a key determinant in the successful sales of the

product and therefore may comprise a useful display parameter. In a similar vein, proximity of a

product to a second product may comprise an additional, useful display product parameter. For

example, if the first product is a type of condiment, it may be instructive to know the proximity

of that product to complimentary products such as other condiments. As a further example, it

may be desirable to know the location and proximity of a given product to competitive products

of a similar type. As described above, proximity of products may determined based on

comparison of product centers (x, y, z coordinates) and/or three-angle orientations.

Proximate/not proximate decisions could be made based on chosen threshold values or raw

distance data could be provided as a result. In a presently preferred embodiment, proximity may

again be described as walking distances/times or, more simply, by a determination whether the

products are on the same or different shelves.

7



[0045] Further still, the processing performed at block 806 to provide the object recognition data

may be also applied to recognize one or more promotional material instances within the images.

For example, the object recognition analysis can be applied to determine whether coupon

dispensers, advertising placards, etc. are found within the images. When such promotional

material instances are recognized in the images, an additional product display parameter may

comprise the determination of proximity of a product to one or more of the promotional material

instances using the same techniques described above for determining proximity between

products. Also, the presence of the promotional materials (i.e., the relative ubiquity and/or

quality of display of the promotional materials, as described below) can be determined. For

example, using these techniques, it is possible to measure how often promotional materials are

occluded by a shopping cart, or their relative proximity to known high-traffic areas.

[0046] Based on the one or more product display parameters determined at block 808,

processing may continue at either block 810 or 812. Referring first to block 810, processing

continues where a presence for the product is determined. A product's presence is a description

of a product's relative degree of beneficial display within the inventory environment. That is,

the presence indication goes beyond the mere fact of whether a given product is displayed, or

not, within the inventory environment, but instead attempts to measure the display of the product

along two dimensions—both quantity of presentation and quality of presentation. That is, by

monitoring more frequently and in a more detailed manner than is the custom today, the

observed degree of presence of a product within an environment. In this manner, the present

invention provides various techniques for enabling new promotional performance metrics and

approaches. For example, based on recognized product instances, it can be documented that a

">S



particular product had an average presence of 15 facings in 4 locations over the last 300 15-

minute observations, ranging from 2 observations with stock outs in 2 locations and 283

observations with full compliance to a promotional objective. Such level of granularity enables

changes in the nature of the service level agreements that may be negotiated, thereby changing

the nature of the promotions that can be sold. In addition this data constitutes valuable industry

data on the performance of products that may itself become a salable asset or provided as a

service to interested third parties (e.g. non-competitive retailers, packaged goods companies,

etc).

[0047] As another example, for a given product, the total number of facings of the product in the

inventory environment may be considered a rough, first approximation of that product's

presence. To refine this presence indication, the subtotal of facings at different display heights

or locations (e.g., bottom shelf, eye-level shelf, end cap display, etc.) may be weighted according

to the perceived qualities of each of the different display heights or locations. For example,

consider the following example illustrated in Table 1:

Table 1.

[0048] In the example illustrated in Table 1, the weightings are chosen such that facings on mid-

level (i.e., eye-level) shelves and end caps are most highly (favorably) weighted, whereas facings

on bottom shelves are weighted lower (less favorably). In this example, the presence value may



be calculated as the Weighted Total divided by the Total Number of Facings (i.e., 200/50) for a

value of 4 (with a maximum possible value of 5). However, if the same total number of facings

is found, but distributed differently, as set forth in Table 2, the presence value improves to a

value of 4.4 (i.e., 220/50) given the greater number of facings found in the more favorably

weighted end cap display locations.

Table 2.

[0049] The examples set forth in Tables 1 and 2 illustrate one potential algorithm for assessing

the quantity and quality of facings of a given product, although those of ordinary skill in the art

will readily appreciate that a variety of assessment techniques in this vein may be devised. As

noted above, other product display parameters determined at block 808 may be incorporated into

the presence rating as a matter of design choice. For example, a product's presence rating may

be increased with each facing within a threshold proximity of a complementary product and/or

within another threshold proximity of corresponding promotional material. Conversely, a

product having a large percentage of its total facings within a relatively small distance of each

other (i.e., clustered in one region of an inventory environment as opposed to spread more evenly

throughout) may have its presence rating lowered as a result. Once again, the relative

contribution of such product display parameters may be selected as a matter of design choice.

Indeed, such contributions may vary according to the specific inventory environment under



consideration, e.g., the contribution of proximity between complementary facings may be more

favorably weighted in grocery stores than household appliance stores.

[0050] Alternatively, processing may continue at block 812 where compliance of a product's

display with a promotional objective may be determined. For example, it is not uncommon for

product manufacturers to contract with stores to ensure that a minimum number of facings of that

manufacturer's products are always present within the inventory environment. Further still,

arrangements may be made to ensure that certain minimum quality levels of a given product's

promotional display are maintained at all times. Therefore, using the product display parameters

obtained at block 808, the compliance of the display of a given product may be measured and

compared with the desired promotional objective. In the event that substantial noncompliance of

the product with the desired promotional objective is determined, processing may continue at

block 814 where a noncompliance indication is provided to appropriate personnel, such as a store

manager, auditors, advertising representatives, etc. Non-compliance may be judged by the level

of deviation (in terms of, for example, position, number of facings, relative availability/duration

of stock outs throughout a day, etc.) from desired parameter levels.

[0051] Referring now to FIGs. 9 and 10, various techniques for detecting potential conditions

requiring response by personnel are further illustrated. More particularly, FIG. 9 illustrates a

technique based on comparison of temporally different images, whereas FIG. 10 illustrates a

technique based on comparison of different spatial regions of a single (or multiple) images.

Referring now to FIG. 9, processing begins at block 902, where one or more images may once

again be requested (or automatically provided) as previously described. In this instance,

however, the requested images (or automatically provided images) are temporally different



images of a given location. That is, the multiple images received at block 904 are of a single

location taken over a period of time.

[0052] At block 906, object recognition analysis as described above may optionally be applied to

at least a first and second image (preferably, more in order to obtain more reliable results through

the use of the filtering operations described above) of the received images. Although it is

presently preferred to perform such object recognition analysis on the first and second images (or

more, as needed), this is not a requirement as the subsequent comparison step of 908 may be

performed without the object recognition analysis. Thus, at block 908, portions of the first image

are compared with portions of the second image. In particular, the comparison of block 908

attempts to measure the degree of similarity between the corresponding portions of the first and

second image. In the case where object recognition is performed on each image, the comparison

may entail comparing the identities of the products corresponding to recognized product

instances (if any) at similar locations in the images. Alternatively (or additionally, where object

recognition has been performed), other comparison techniques, such as those described above,

may be employed to assess the degree of similarity between the corresponding portions of the

images. Once again, the filtering operations needed to minimize false positives/account for

extenuating circumstances may be equally employed in the processing of block 908 to better

ensure reliability. Thereafter, at block 910, it is determined whether the comparison of the

portions of the first and second images was favorable. If not, processing continues at block 912

where a notification of a potential condition requiring response is provided to the appropriate

personnel.



[0053] For example, the comparison at block 910 may be based on whether the portion of the

first image substantially matches the portion of the second image. Conversely, the comparison at

block 910 may be based on whether the portion of the first image does not substantially match

the portion of the second image. With reference to the former scenario, if a recognized product

instance is present in a given portion of the first image, but is not present in the same portion of

the second image, as detenπined by the comparison of block 910, this may be an indication that a

given product has been depleted, that restocking is necessary, or that the product has been

obscured by something. The nature of the notification provided at block 912, as a matter of

design choice, will obviously depend on the nature of the specific condition detected and its

interpretation given the specific circumstance of the inventory environment.

[0054] Referring now to FIG. 10, processing similar to that illustrated in FIG. 9 is likewise

illustrated. However, in the technique described in FIG. 10, rather than basing the comparison

on multiple images separated by time periods, processing is performed on a single image, but

between different spatial portions of that image. Thus, processing of blocks 1002 through 1006

is substantially similar to the processing described above at blocks 902 through 906, including

the optional use of object recognition analysis. Thereafter, at block 1008, however, comparison

is made between a first portion of an image with a second portion of that same image. In this

embodiment, the desirable filtering techniques described above may once again be employed.

However, to the extent that processing of FIG. 10 is preferably centered on a single image, it

may be preferred that the multiple images used for filtering are spatially-diverse or, at the very

least, minimally temporally-diverse (i.e., obtained over a short period of time). Thereafter, at

block 1010, the determination is made whether the comparison was favorably and, if not,



processing continues at block 1012 where notification of the potential condition requiring a

response is provided. For example, it may be desirable to compare the contents of one shelf

within an image with the contents of another shelf either above or below that first shelf.

Likewise, comparison of products adjacent to a given product may also be performed.

[0055] The information provided using any of the various techniques described herein (extracted

planograms and/or resulting cost difference determinations; stock out detections; product display

parameter determinations and/or resulting product presence and promotional compliance

determinations; or determinations of potential conditions requiring response) may be used by any

of a number of relevant parties. For example, the head-office of a retail chain may desire data

concerning and corresponding insight into promotion compliance, restocking information per

branch/region, employee & branch performance, out-of-stock per products, etc. Once again,

other interested parties will be readily identifiable by those having ordinary skill in the art.

[0056] Additionally, although the various techniques described above have been described

substantially independent of one another, in practice, combinations of these techniques may be

beneficially employed. For example, a potential method for stock-out detection may combine

both the object recognition and planogram matching techniques described above. In this

scenario, when a product is not detected in or near a certain region, and the product is specified

to be located there according to a target planogram, and there is no occlusion detected, and

further assuming that the appropriate filtering procedures have been employed, then the product

could be labeled as missing. Expressing this in a more granular fashion, a score function (based,

for example, on the number of times this set of conditions is consecutively detected) could be



used to assess the relative certainty that the product is out of stock over time. In the event that

the score exceeds a threshold, the necessary alerts can then be provided.

[0057] As another example, a significant need in the industry is the desire to ascertain which

specific locations give rise to the greatest levels of sales for a given product, particularly where

multiple locations in a given inventory environment are being used. To this end, using the

techniques described above, the differences between images (or planograms) can be used to infer

the rate of purchases of a given product (which rate of purchase inferences may be correlated

with actual point of sale data) at the various locations throughout the inventory environment

where the product is sold. Thereafter, the rate of sales differences for this product at the different

locations can be compared to determine the best and worst performing locations.

[0058] As described above, the present invention provides various techniques for improving the

efficiency and efficacy of inventory management technique. In particular, this is achieved

through the application of image analysis techniques applied to images captured within inventory

environments. For example, through the application of object recognition techniques to such

images, it is possible to not only determine the existence of certain conditions, such as stock out

conditions, but to also assess the display of products according to more sophisticated standards,

such as overall product presence or compliance with promotional objectives. For at least these

reasons, the above-described techniques represent an advancement over prior art teachings.

[0059] While particular preferred embodiments have been shown and described, it will be

obvious to those skilled in the art that changes and modifications may be made without departing

from the instant teachings. For example, where specific examples described above relied on the

use of shelves, it is understood that other types of product support devices, e.g., racks or vertical



displays, could be equally employed. It is therefore contemplated that any and all modifications,

variations or equivalents of the above-described teachings fall within the scope of the basic

underlying principles disclosed above and claimed herein.



What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

receiving an image of at least one product within an inventory environment;

identifying at least one candidate product instance based on a configuration profile;

performing object recognition analysis on the image based on stored product images

corresponding to the at least one candidate product instance to provide product recognition data;

and

providing an extracted planogram based on the product recognition data.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

identifying an image location of a product support device within the image; and

mapping the location of the product support device in the image into an actual location of

the shelf within the inventory environment,

wherein the extracted planogram further illustrates the actual location of the product

support device.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the product recognition data includes at least one

recognized product instance, and wherein extracted planogram includes for each of the at least

one recognized product instance, a corresponding image of the recognized product instance.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising, for each of the at least one recognized

product instance:

identifying an image location of the recognized product instance within the image; and



mapping the location of the recognized product instance in the image into an actual

location of the recognized product within the inventory environment,

wherein the extracted planogram further illustrates the actual location of the recognized

product instance.

5 . The method of claim 2 or 4, further comprising mapping the image location to the

actual location based on position information of an image capture device within the inventory

environment used to capture the image.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

sending a request for the image to an image capture device within the inventory

environment.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

comparing the extracted planogram to a target planogram.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the target planogram is either of a previously

extracted planogram based on a previous image and an optimal planogram.

9. The method of claim 7, further comprising:

determining a cost associated with differences between the extracted planogram and the

target planogram.



10. A processor-readable medium having stored thereon executable instructions that,

when executed, cause a processing device to:

receive an image of at least one product within an inventory environment;

identify at least one candidate product instance based on a configuration profile;

perform object recognition analysis on the image based on stored product images

corresponding to the at least one candidate product instance to provide product recognition data;

and

provide an extracted planogram based on the product recognition data.

11. The processor-readable medium of claim 10, having stored thereon executable

instruction that, when executed, further cause the processing device to:

identify an image location of a product support device within the image; and

map the location of the product support device in the image into an actual location of the

product support device within the inventory environment,

wherein the extracted planogram further illustrates the actual location of the product

support device.

12. The processor-readable medium of claim 10, having stored thereon executable

instructions that, when executed, further cause the processing device to include, in the extracted

planogram, a corresponding image for each of at least one recognized product instance in the

product recognition data.



13. The processor-readable medium of claim 12, having stored thereon executable

instruction that, when executed, further cause the processing device to:

identify an image location of the recognized product instance within the image; and

map the location of the recognized product instance in the image into an actual location

of the recognized product instance within the inventory environment,

wherein the extracted planogram further illustrates the actual location of the recognized

product instance.

14. The processor-readable medium of claim 11 or 13, having stored thereon

executable instruction that, when executed, further cause the processing device to map the image

location to the actual location based on position information of an image capture device within

the inventory environment used to capture the image.

15. The processor-readable medium of claim 10, having stored thereon executable

instruction that, when executed, further cause the processing device to:

sending a request for the image to an image capture device within the inventory

environment.

16. The processor-readable medium of claim 10, having stored thereon executable

instruction that, when executed, further cause the processing device to:

compare the extracted planogram to a target planogram.



17. The processor-readable medium of claim 16, wherein the target planogram is

either of a previously extracted planogram based on a previous image and an optimal planogram.

18. The processor-readable medium of claim 16, having stored thereon executable

instruction that, when executed, further cause the processing device to:

determining a cost associated with differences between the extracted planogram and the

target planogram.



19. A system comprising:

an image capture device configured and disposed to capture an image of at least one

product within an inventory environment; and

an automatic planogram generator, in communication with the image capture device,

operative to identify at least one candidate product instance based on a configuration profile, to

perform object recognition analysis on the image based on stored product images corresponding

to the at least one candidate product instance to provide product recognition data and to provide

an extracted planogram based on the product recognition data.
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